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FADE IN:

INT. TALL BUILDING NEW YORK - DAY

STUART (30's), A paranoid, self-suspected psychopath turns 
the HANDLE to a stuffy waiting room.

INT. WAITING ROOM - DAY

A MAINTINENCE MAN (50's), installs LETTER DECALS on an OFFICE 
DOOR spelling: DR. OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER.

PENELOPE (30's), sits CLACKING her TALONS on a COMPUTER 
KEYBOARD.

Stuart grabs a fistful of Penelope's hair and SLAMS her head 
on the KEYBOARD SIX times.

a CHUNK of PLASTIC LETTER and TEETH go flying.

BLOOD LEAKS from Penelope's NOSE. 

Stuart snaps out of his DAYDREAM.

PENELOPE
(friendly)

Hi Stuart.

STUART
Hi Penelope.

PENELOPE
Have a seat Stu, you can go in 
shortly.

Stuart sits in a pea green chair with ROUGH SCRATCHY FABRIC.

STUART
What happened to the old chairs?

PENELOPE
Oh aren't those great?
Doc said the office could use some 
green.

STUART
(under breath)

I'm guessing he meant life, not 
death chairs.

PENELOPE
What's that?
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STUART
Nothing.

Stuart's EYE TWITCHES.

His hands CLUTCH either side of Penelope's face.

He aggressively sands her cheek against the bristly arm rest.

Her skin erodes. She screams. 

Stuart screams, too. A maniac.

He snaps out of his daydream as...

DOCTOR OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (40-50's) enters the office. He 
wears hip ROUND GLASSES, and loafers with a crest on the 
tops. 

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER
Good Morning.

PENELOPE
(overlap)

Morning Doctor Offenstoppenheimer.

STUART
(overlap)

Good morning Doctor 
Offenstoppenheimer.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER
Hello Penelope. 

(beat)
Stuart. 

(beat)
Well? Shall we?

Stuart stands. 

INT. DR. OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER'S OFFICE - DAY

Offenstoppenheimer strides in and sets his breifcase down.

Stuart's EYE TWITCHES.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (O.S.)
Go ahead, get comfy. We got new 
chairs.

He sits reluctantly in another pea green chair.
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OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (CONT’D)
Thoughts a lot today?

STUART
A few.

Offenstoppenheimer's thumb hovers over a CLICK PEN and...

CLICK. CLICK. CLICK-CLICK-CLICK. CLICKITY CLICK CLICK. 

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER
Penelope again?

Stuart laughs. 

Offenstoppenheimer writes something down. 

CLICK CLICK CLICK.

Stuart gets up to snoop.

On a SHELF there is: A PICTURE of Offenstoppenheimer in a 
triathalon, a PHD certificate, A small bust of Sigmund Freud, 
A phrenology map, leather bound psychology books, a 
psychiatry acheivment award with Dr. Oliver 
Offenstoppenheimer's name engraved at the bottom and...

A YO-YO.

Stuart picks it up.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (CONT’D)
Have you heard of Yo-Yo Therapy 
Stuart?

STUART
What?

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER
Yo-Yo Therapy. It works wonders 
with kids, would you like me to 
show you?

Offenstoppenheimer grabs another Yo-Yo on his desk and places 
the string loop around his middle finger.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (CONT’D)
You see, sometimes in life we tie 
ourselves to things we don't like, 
or things we think we have to do in 
order to play a part.
We do this to please the people we 
care about and to feel 
significance.

(MORE)
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OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (CONT’D)
Parents, school, jobs, 
relationships. We tie ourselves to 
these things in small or albeit on 
occasion big ways, to feel 
fulfillment and validation...

He loosens the slack and lets the yo-yo drop to the ground.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (CONT’D)
We hold fear in us that if we let 
these things go they won't come 
back to us and we'll end up alone 
forever...

The yo-yo slides back up.

He drops it down, again.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (CONT’D)
Sometimes in life we hit a "block". 
We stall. We're stuck in place, 
spinning and spinning in our own 
coiling minds driving ourselves 
into a tizzy.

The yo-yo spins in a trick at the bottom of the string.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (CONT’D)
But really, all we have to do, is 
be patient with ourselves and 
surrender to that feeling, 
because...

It pops back up into his palm.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER (CONT’D)
What goes down must inevitably come 
back up.

STUART
Yo-Yo Therapy.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER
Yo-Yo Therapy.

Stuart takes the yo-yo back, and examins it.

STUART
Do you think I'm going mad?

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER
Do you think you're going mad?
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STUART
I asked you first. You're the 
professional.

CLICK. CLICK. CLICK.

Stuart's eye twitches.

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER
Tell me more about the thoughts.

STUART
They're nothing really...everyone 
has thoughts...

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER
If you don't try, I can't help you.

STUART
They're...violent. Graphic. Vivid. 
So vivid in fact they feel real 
sometimes. 

OFFENSTOPPENHEIMER
Mhm.

(beat)
Every day?

STUART
(lying)

No.

Offenstoppenheimer blinks, unconvinced.

STUART (CONT’D)
I saw a kid kill a bird once. His 
name was...well hey it don't 
matter, his name, you didn't know 
him. But I remember this little 
sparrow got his wing all caught up 
in a mesh fence. And it was stuck, 
see? I think someone meant it to be 
stuck. So it gets it's wing snagged 
and can't fly and it's just 
flappin' there all strung out and 
freaked...and this kid walks over 
to it and looks at it a while. More 
than a while, like watchin' it 
writhe was somethin' to see. And 
then, out of nowhere, he grabs it 
by the neck and twists.

(MORE)


